RESTORE YOUR BEAUTY
the ultimate aesthetic platform for body and face
b healthy be brera
There are various forms of Beauty expectations depending on the lifestyle, culture and needs of the patients. That’s why Brera Medical created for you the first device to offer customized protocols because everyone is unique.

In one device, you can perform combined therapies for face and body. Discover our multilevel protocols to restore your skin and body.
Experience, Creativity and Intuition to meet the needs of medical aesthetics

Brera Medical Technologies - made in Italy is a pioneer in design and conception of aesthetic medical devices with 40 years of experience. Brera offers innovative solutions for the face and body in anti aging, aesthetic medicine and physiotherapy. Brera has protocols for all parts of the body and every skin type. Our knowledge in physiotherapy leads us to understand and respect the human body. Muscles are the fundamental structure of a healthy body.

**Imperium® MED 400** is a technological marvel, the maximum expression of “Diatermocontraction”; it belongs to the Imperium line, a family of highly technological devices for professionals of aesthetics. Through the emission of energy flows (radiofrequency) of high intensity (400 watts) that develops endogenous heat and deep muscular contractions waves, this equipment fits the needs of every practice for a daily use. Imperium MED 400 is the first device allowing you to work during the same session on all the layers of the body from the epidermis to the muscles.
A new way to catch deep muscles and tissues allowing Diathermy and Muscular Contraction at the same time (Diatermocontraction®):

In few words:
- Patented Muscular contraction by RF
- A powerful Diathermy
- Ergonomic handpieces
- Free operator mode applications
- Lipo reduction with US for lipolysis

Smart results and new areas of treatments:
- Skin laxity on abdomen
- Water retention on the knees and legs
- Gluteus lifting
- Inner thighs
- Bat-wing arms

Among the most outstanding applications we have:
- Skin laxity
- Treatment of dimples
- Buttock lift
- Liporeduction
- Functional recovery of adipose tissue
- Improvement of blood circulation
- Lymphatic drainage
- Muscle toning
The rejuvenation of muscles is the future in Aesthetics.

Diathermy + Contraction = diatermo® contraction
bquad 4POLAR Capacitive RF

BQUAD is a Multi POLAR Capacitive RF handpiece for body treatment with 4 electrodes that emit RF concentrating a large amount of energy in the center, providing the therapist with greater speed and comfort when performing treatment in larger areas.

Thanks to its design, the patient will experience a feeling of fullness in the area treated, a greater concentration of diathermy and a remodeling massage that helps to sculpt and define the body thanks to its spherical shaped electrodes.

Diathermy to treat fat and cellulite
The effect will be a deep heating of the tissue thanks to the powerful diathermy which is more than enough to treat accumulations of fat and cellulite without the use of a return plate. Liporeduction action, in which you will be burning fat up to 72 hours after treatment.
Immediate results from the first session

Synergy of Anti-Cellulite action
BQuad + US Cavitation + Diatermocontraction
Imperium MED 400 is used in medical aesthetic field to treat numerous imperfections like:

- Periorbital and perioral wrinkles
- Loss of global volume
- Lack of glow
- Laxity of the neck and face
- Acne

Treating the skin with diathermy, generates a localized increase of the temperature to boost the fibroblasts to create more collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid.

Thanks to a combined therapy during the same session where you clean, repair and nourish the skin, it allows you non invasive “lifting” effects with a natural look.

How RF Sculpturing by IMPERIUM® can improve the quality of your skin?

As we age collagen production in the skin diminishes and the skin loses volume and elasticity and hydration and the vascular tissue also decreases. As a result, the skin becomes thinner, softer, stressed and dehydrated.

Endogenous heat produced by IMPERIUM® stimulation, over 2-4 months, causes the formation and growth of new collagen, with an improvement of the extracellular matrix network.

After a session of Imperium, the skin will glow, the fine lines and wrinkles reduced and the jawlines more tightened.

Other effects:

- Eyebrow lifting (treatment of forehead, more lively, less stressed appearance)
- Cheeks and cheekbones
- Reduction in nasolabial folds.
A must-have technology to **clean the skin**

Technology used: **elastic wave** (low frequency ultrasound 25kHz)

IMPERIUM® integrates one of the leading technology that made our success: the Sonoblade from the Skin Master Plus for water peeling and drug infusion. The actuator transmits a series of vibrations (Elastic Wave) with a frequency of 25,000 Hz. The elastic wave produces different effects:

- Exfoliation of the most superficial cornelayer (epidermabrasion)
- Bacterial sterilisation
- Increase in blood supply
- Increase in skin permeability
- Stimulation of skin cell turnover
- Hydration
- Elimination of non-pathological dark spots on the superficial layers (e.g. chloasma)
- Sonophoresis, no needle mesotherapy
Imperium MED 400 adopts the exclusive technique with Fractional Pulsed Crown RF

The TIP creates 125 micro holes in the epidermis, leading to a simultaneous denaturation of collagen in the dermis due to the emission of pulsed radiofrequency. The process involves the deep layers of the dermis, preserving the superficial ones. The tissues are regenerated in a completely natural manner, with no downtime.

seasons
(2-3) spaced by 3/4 weeks for rapid and lasting results

- Fibroblast Skin Tightening
- True skin rejuvenation
- Reduction of deep wrinkles
- Development of new collagen
- Firming and remodeling of the dermis
- Painless treatment
- Quick recovery time after the session
- Absence of an effect on melanin which makes the procedure safe in darker skin types and on lighter targets
- Effective from the first session

The thermal stimulation of the deep dermis, together with mechanical action of the perforation, leads to a strong collagen remodeling and a whole series of benefits and advantages.
Immediate effect
without cosmetic surgery

Your body can still produce collagen, Imperium helps it do it
BODY

CONFIGURATION

- BQUAD
  Multipolar capacitive RF

- ULTRACAV 40
  Low frequency ultra cavitation

- MULTICTION
  Monopolar capacitive and resistive RF

- THERMO GYM
  Diatermo-contraction® radiofrequency

Configuration can change. Ask your dealer for optional probes and accessories not visible in this page.
FACE CONFIGURATION

FPC
FRACTIONAL PULSED CROWN RADIOFREQUENCY

RF-SPHERES
BIPOLAR RADIOFREQUENCY

SONOBLADE 25
EPIDERMOMOABRASION SONOPHORESIS

Configuration can change. Ask your dealer for optional probes and accessories not visible in this page.